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Maximum Availability for MySQL/InnoDB with Synchronous Replication, Automated Failover, Full Data Consistency, Simplified Management, and Industry-Leading Performance

Abstract
This session discusses innovative technology developed to achieve both industry-leading availability AND industry-leading performance for MySQL/InnoDB. Enabled by fully-synchronous replication which is tightly integrated into MySQL and InnoDB, downtime is reduced by over 90% through: automatic fail-over of masters and slaves transparent to client applications; full data consistency and durability across the cluster with zero slave lag; on-line hardware and software upgrades; and consistent on-line back-ups. This also provides fully-certified MySQL/InnoDB compatibility and greatly simplified data center management. Coupled with maximum MySQL/InnoDB availability and ease of administration, this new technology provides the industry’s highest MySQL/InnoDB performance through highly-optimized multi-core thread, lock concurrency, DRAM, and flash management algorithms. This is now available for software download and trial on a broad range of commodity X86 servers. In this session, we present the technology, demonstrate the product simplicity in operation, and present benchmark results of its industry-leading availability and performance.
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Mission Critical MySQL

- High Performance
- Consistent Data
- Simple and Powerful Administration
- Instant Failover with no data loss
- Cost Effective
- Truly Compatible

Mission Critical
Some Current Challenges and Limitations
MySQL Asynchronous Replication

- Loosely coupled master/slave relationship
  - Master does not wait for Slave
  - Slave determines how much to read and from which point in the binary log
  - Slave can be arbitrarily behind master in reading and applying changes

- Read on slave can give old data
- No checksums in binary or relay log stored on disk, data corruption possible
- Upon a Master’s failure
  - Slave may not have latest committed data resulting in data loss
  - Fail-over to a slave is stalled until all transactions in relay log have been committed – not instantaneous

Stale Data!!!
Slow Execution, Slow Recovery, Complex Management!!!
Potential Data Loss, Potential Data Corruption!!!

Read version based on tx=50
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MySQL Semi-synchronous Replication

- Semi-coupled master/slave relationship
  - On commit, Master waits for an ACK from Slave
  - Slave logs the transaction event in relay log and ACKs (may not apply yet)
  - Slave can be arbitrarily behind master in applying changes

- Read on slave can give old data
- No checksums in binary or relay log stored on disk, data corruption possible
- Upon a Master’s failure
  - Fail-over to a slave is stalled until all transactions in relay log have been committed – not instantaneous

Read version based on tx=50
Stale Data!!!
Slow Execution, Slow Recovery, Complex Management!!!
Potential Data Corruption!!!
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A New Approach
Schooner smart scaling is done with innovative software that fully leverages commodity processor, flash memory, and networking technologies for breakaway availability, performance, and capex and opex savings.

- 90% Less Downtime
- 4-20x Better Performance
- Cut TCO by 60%
- 100% Compatible
Schooner Active Cluster
Deeply Integrated Parallel Synchronous Replication

Cluster Admin

MySQL clients

Schooner Active Cluster (Master)

MySQL

- Parallel Active Cluster Replication Threads
- Optimized Parallel Execution Threads in Schooner Core

Concurrently Executing Transactions

Schooner Active Cluster (Slave)

MySQL

- Parallel Active Cluster Replication Threads
- Optimized Parallel Execution Threads in Schooner Core

Concurrently Executing Transactions

Parallel Synchronous Replication During Transaction Execution

MySQL clients

MySQL clients

MySQL clients

MySQL clients
Schooner MySQL Active Cluster (SAC): An integrated HA and replication solution for MySQL/InnoDB

- Tightly-coupled master/slave relationship
  - After commit, all Slaves guaranteed to receive and commit the change
  - Slave in lock-step with Master

- Read on slave gives latest committed data
- Checksums in log stored on disk
- Upon a Master’s failure
  - Fail-over to a slave is fully integrated and automatic
  - Application writes continue on new master instantaneously

Cluster-Wide Consistent Reads!!!

Read version based on tx=100

Fast Execution, Fast Recovery!!!

No Data Loss, No Corruption!!!

- Log for tx=100 pushed to Slave
- Slave ACK for tx=100

Last tx=100 Last tx=100
Schooner Active Cluster
Fully Consistent Cluster-Wide Data

- Zero Slave lag
- Zero Data loss
- Apps do not have to read from Master to get consistent data
- Linear read scaling
- No data corruption
Schooner Active Cluster
Instant Failover with No Data Loss

- Instant Failure detection and automatic VIP migration
- Recovering Instance syncs with master and VIPs are re-balanced after the sync automatically
- Foundation of SAC on-line upgrades and on-line migration
- Simple user interface for failure management and recovery tracking
Breakaway Availability, Performance, TCO, Administration
Delivers Highest MySQL Availability

Schooner Active Cluster has 90% lower downtime than MySQL 5.5

Availability Improvement
(% Cumulative Down Time Reduction)

- MySQL 5.5.8
- Schooner Active Cluster Auto-Failover
- Schooner Active Cluster On-Line Upgrades
- Schooner Active Cluster Dynamic Schemas
Delivers Best MySQL Performance

Schooner Active Cluster gives 4x the throughput of MySQL 5.5

DBT2 Throughput (kTPm)

DBT2 open-source OLTP version of TPC-C
1000 warehouses, 32 connections
0 think-time
Result metric: TPM (new order)

Measurement Configuration
2 node Master-Slave configuration
2 socket Westmere, 72GB DRAM
Fusion-io flash memory with HDDs
Schooner SAC High Performance with Stability

5.5 Async
Master Throughput vs. Time

5.5 Semi-sync
Master Throughput vs. Time

SAC
Master Throughput vs. Time
Schooner SAC Balances Systems, Drives Consolidation

**CPU Utilization (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2-node 5.5 async</th>
<th>2-node 5.5 semi</th>
<th>2-node SAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IOPS Utilization (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2-node 5.5 async</th>
<th>2-node 5.5 semi</th>
<th>2-node SAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Network Utilization (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2-node 5.5 async</th>
<th>2-node 5.5 semi</th>
<th>2-node SAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Schooner Active Cluster cuts TCO by 60% over MySQL 5.5

Relative Total Cost of Ownership

- MySQL 5.5.8 Semi Sync
- Schooner MySQL Active Cluster

Total Cost of Ownership (relative)
Delivers Easiest MySQL Administration

• Radical simplicity
  – Cluster view for administration and monitoring
  – Powerful 1-click actions for
    • On-line provisioning of servers and MySQL instances
    • On-line migration, upgrades
  – Monitoring and optimization

• Automatic failover & failback

• Integrated hot back-up

• GUI and CLI
Schooner MySQL Cluster-Wide Administration

View and manage all nodes and instances in the cluster from a single console.
Schooner MySQL Live Migration

Single click instance migration
Moves a live instance (including data) to a new node without service interruption.
Schooner MySQL Dashboard
Cluster and Instance Monitoring, Troubleshooting, Optimization
Schooner MySQL: 100% MySQL Compatibility and Interoperability

- Schooner Active Cluster is licensed, highly optimized, fully certified Oracle MySQL
- Works with all MySQL applications and databases – no migration required
- Interoperates with all other MySQL versions through asynchronous replication

**Schooner Active Cluster as MySQL async slave**
- Master functions as async slave and replicates synchronously to active cluster slaves
- Async link is automatically re-established from Instance 2 when master Instance 1 fails

**Schooner Active Cluster as MySQL async Master**
- Master instance 1 functions as async master to stock slave and sync master to instance 2
Some Schooner MySQL Case Studies

“We were very pleased with the benefits from the Schooner NoSQL solutions. We are now deploying schooner Active Cluster MySQL 3.0 database solutions across our organization. The availability, performance, and management are industry leading, they solve our pain points completely."
— Ethan Erchinger, Director of Operations, Plaxo

"Schooner is the perfect solution for any MySQL enterprise whose business success requires great performance, exceptional reliability, and the ability to smoothly scale the datacenter as demand increases. Schooner helps us create a new wave of social networks, bringing technology that helps us create and sustain social communities like never before — efficiently, effectively, and effortlessly."
— Rayes Lemmens, CEO at MyLivePage

“We are very, very impressed with the performance and availability of Schooner Active Cluster 3.0. We plan to roll this out world-wide.”
— Peter Leong, R&D Director, British Telecom

"In our business, Website performance and efficiency is key to the success of our Web properties. The Schooner MySQL Appliances have significantly helped GuteFrage improve their overall Website response time while at the same time allowing them to consolidate their database slaves onto a single Schooner appliance, dramatically reducing the time necessary for database administration."
— Frank Penning, CTO of Holzbrinck Digital

“We explored a variety of options from commodity SSD drives to PCI-express based flash memory cards. We decided to purchase Schooner MySQL. The performance has been great."
— Mark Imbriaco DBA 37signals

"Our ad hoc MySQL queries run at least five times faster after installing Schooner. They deliver a huge performance benefit and are a breeze to install and manage."
— Darryl Weatherspoon, VP of Eng at Xoom
Schooner MySQL

**Highest Availability**
- 90% downtime reduction vs. MySQL 5.5
- Fast, on-line fail-over, migration, h/w + s/w upgrades
- No data loss

**Full Consistent Data**
- Zero slave lag
- No data corruption

**Lowest TCO**
- Cuts TCO by 60% vs. MySQL 5.5

**Best Performance**
- 4 - 20x throughput increase vs. MySQL 5.5
- Dramatic server consolidation

**True Compatibility**
- Licensed, optimized Oracle MySQL
- No schema, DB, or app changes needed

**Easiest Admin**
- Dramatically simpler cluster management
- Easy-to-use, powerful GUI and CLI
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Schooner Software Products

Download and try for free!

- Let us prove our breakaway availability, performance, consolidation, and savings in your shop with your data

- Schooner and our partners are always here to help you get there

- Just download our software for a free trial

Please stop by Schooner’s Booth 308 see live demos, discuss with us!
Thank You!